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The New Brunswick Water Resource Report is the monthly summary of climate, stream flows 
and groundwater conditions in the province. The climate portion of the report is provided by 
Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC). The stream flow and groundwater 
summaries as well as the New Brunswick water condition outlook are provided by the New 
Brunswick Department of Environment and Local Government (NBELG). 
 
 
Climate summary  
 
The average provincial temperature anomaly was above normal (+1.3C).  Positive 
anomalies were observed at all sites. The first half of June was below normal but was 
averaged out with a much above normal second half. 
 
Provincial total precipitation amounts were much below normal, with an average of 31% of 
total precipitation. Bas Caraquet, Bouctouche, Charlo, and Sackville areas reported their 
driest June on record with several other sites recording their top 5 driest. All sites reported 
less than half of their normal precipitation with the exception of Saint John. 
 
Note: precipitation (only) text summary (above) uses 1981-2010 climate data while the map 
uses 2002-2019 data, therefore some differences can be expected. 

 



 
 

 

 
 



 

                                                                                                                                               
Stream Flow Summary 
 
Stream flow amounts for the month of June were below normal for most of the province, with 
watersheds in the south recording less than 45% of normal stream flows for June. The gauges 
at Coal Branch, Point Wolfe and Nackawic all had water levels below the most up to date 
stage-discharge rating curves and had to be estimated for a portion of the month. At the end 
of the month, all watersheds in the province had below normal stream flows, with quite a few 
watersheds in the south with flows below 20% of normal for the end of June. 

 



 
 
Groundwater Levels Summary 
 
Most groundwater observation wells started June with average to below average groundwater 
levels. The only exception was the Miramichi observation well, which started the month with 
above average groundwater levels.   All groundwater levels decreased throughout the month. 
At the end of June, all groundwater observation wells had groundwater levels below the 10th 
percentile. With the wells at North Shannonvale, point du Bute and Lake George recording 
new monthly record lows for June. The well at Calais had groundwater levels of 0.20 m above 
average and the Fort Kent Maine well had groundwater levels of 0.10 m above average 
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New Brunswick Water Conditions Outlook 
 
At the end of the month, groundwater levels were below average throughout the province. 
Stream flow amounts for most of the province were in the below normal ranges. The Canadian 
drought monitor has the southeast of the province abnormally dry with a section of moderate 
drought.  
 
The outlook from Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) for the month of July, 
issued on June 30th, 2020, calls for above normal temperatures for the province. Precipitation 
is predicted to be above normal in the north and normal throughout the remainder of the 
province.  
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